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Welcome from ChainLinkEd
Welcome to the second edition of the Chain Link Magazine for 2018.
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Your magazine providing useful information from around the region
and keeping you abreast of IAM RoadSmart notices from their various
publications and online media.
The weather has taken a turn for the better and more and more bikes
are taking to the road with BAM at full steam with more and more
new Associates joining. Welcome to you all.
We are at a peak with BAM Local Observers (LO) available to provide
the training for Associates to become test ready prior to their Pre
Test Assessment (PTA) and prior to taking their Advanced
Motorcyclist Test.
Your allocated BAM Observer will focus on specific skills helping you
to develop awareness of your bike, the road and your surroundings.
You will be taught how to choose the right position on the road, ride
at the appropriate speed, select the right gear and accelerate where
appropriate. Once you’ve developed these skills you’ll be ready to
prove them in the advanced test. Let’s not deny it takes commitment
to achieve, but you’ll be one of the most skilled riders on the road –
less than 1% of riders hold an advanced or higher qualification.
As we move in to May I also need to inform you of the upcoming
changes in data law and the information you have provided BAM and
how we use it.
In the coming weeks you will all receive an email to either continue to
receive information from BAM through the various means of
communication available to us. This may be through the BAM emails
to all BAM Members and Associates or through our two website
forums on FaceBook and the BAM Twitter account.
We will also provide details on how we keep your information secure
and the restricted access to your personal details.
Enjoy the the rest of your magazine and remember if you want to
write in email me editor@bam-members.org.uk
Keep your motor running,
Tony – Chain Link Editor
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Views from The Chair
This is my first contribution as chairman and I cannot let it
pass without paying tribute to my predecessor. Many of you
will know that Billy was instrumental in setting up the group
way back in 2006 when we split from the car group. Since
then he has worked tirelessly to develop and grow the
group to what it is today. In particular it was Billy who
introduced our Super Sunday event which must surely be
one of the best introductory sessions run by any of the IAM
local groups.
And it’s all working well. Nearly 300 members, 50 test passes last year, 19 new associates so
far this year through Super Sundays (and that’s from Feb, Mar and April, even before the
biking season really starts). All this supported by our fantastic team of volunteers, including 39
qualified observers and a further 12 in training to qualify.
A mention is also deserved here for Tim Wrighton who has stepped down from his position as
Chief Observer, but only after completing a massive job of upgrading all observers to the new
IAM/IMI qualification, a project completed on time with only a small number not going
through. Thanks to Tim and also to all the existing, and sometimes very long standing
observers, who agreed to take time to go through the process and obtain the new
qualification.
So we are in a good position but as with any election new people bring new ideas and
thoughts and now is perhaps a good opportunity to look at where we are and where we might
go in the future.
I think BAM is a great club with great people. But we fulfil two decidedly different functions
and each need to be addressed in a different way. On the one hand we are a training
organisation and an approved supplier of advanced riding tuition based on the IAM advanced
test. On the other hand we are a local bike club for like-minded riders who hopefully can be
offered an opportunity to join others in bike related activities.
We have been involved with IAM for many years and like most large organisations they are
not always the easiest to deal with and we have had our ups and downs over the years. But I
believe they form an integral, and very necessary, part of BAM.
I bought my last Honda new from Fowlers some 4 years ago. I have no particular affinity with
Fowlers and indeed they do not always get the best write ups but I knew I wanted a brand
new Honda and my priority was to purchase the bike from a fully approved supplier. The
particular supplier was almost irrelevant but Fowlers are the nearest and most convenient for
me so they got the business.
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In the same way new associates come to us because they are interested in IAM training and
qualification. The IAM are leaders in advanced driving/riding, they have a strong brand image
which people recognise and it is perfectly natural that associates look for the IAM name and a
local, convenient supplier. Criticism of IAM has often been made because we do not appear to
get new associates directed to us as a result of their contacting IAM. But new associates do
come to us as a result of IAM. They may not have contacted IAM directly but they know we
are here to offer IAM training and they come direct to us because of that.
So we need IAM, and one of my priorities as chairman will be to work on our relationship with
IAM whilst always ensuring that what we do with IAM is always to the benefit of BAM and our
members.
To severely misquote a famous JFK quote ‘think not what we have to do for IAM, think what
IAM can do for us’.
And they do want to do things for us. They need us as much as we need them, without all
their unpaid volunteers in the local groups they would not exist. We do not need to bow to
their every whim but without good communication this can often be seen to be the case.
Communication, negotiation and compromise is the secret of any good relationship.
Two examples.
Local testing of associates. This is on a group by group voluntary basis; we don’t have to do it
if it does not suit our group.
GDPR. The new data protection regulations are a potential nightmare. IAM have done masses
of background work for the local groups to provide us with expert guidance on what we need
to do.
I could go on! Look out for more information on your data protection from Tony, our Chain
Link Editor, in the coming weeks.
Moving on to the bike club side of BAM. We are aware that many associates will pass the test
and then disappear off the radar. Others will of course get involved with the club as observers
or green team members and many do continue to join us on group rides.
But a lot more we never see again. We have already looked at new ideas to retain members,
mainly through the idea of introducing more activities at Super Sundays. Many we can do
ourselves, such as a slow riding courses which we successfully ran last year, others might
involve bringing in outside suppliers such as the tyre fix guy we brought in recently. We are
also looking at additional group rides on Super Sundays.
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These would, by necessity, not involve observers who are of course needed for taking out
newbies and existing associates. But we have enough other members and this would be a
good opportunity to get more involved. Turn up on a Sunday morning, cup of tea and a bacon
butty, good chat with other bikers, short presentation to find out what’s happening in the
club, followed by a ride out. What more could any biker want!
Other opportunities for members can arise from working more closely with IAM and other
IAM local groups. They, like us, are always looking to arrange events for their own members,
and will often share these, if of course we are in touch with them! The forthcoming event at
Castle Combe is just one example; organised by another group but needing numbers to make
it viable, the event was opened to other groups and a number of us from BAM will be
attending. IAM themselves also arrange events such as the Thruxton track days and we should
be ensuring that all members are aware of what is available. One, perhaps contentious,
offering from IAM is the option for further qualification through the Masters Test and
Fellowship membership. My personal view is that members should be aware of these and
have the opportunity to participate if they so wish.
All these additional activities for members do of course need two elements, ideas in the first
place, and action to follow. If you have any ideas or thoughts then please do not be shy, and
get in touch.
To use an old business cliché, my door is always open; please feel free to contact me anytime
by phone or mail. chair@bam-members.org.uk 07887 836162.
John Crawford - Chair
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The first Sunday of every month, except January, a wide variety of bikes and bikers meet up in
King’s Oak Academy, Kingswood, all with the same intent – to get the most from their biking.
There are the first timers who come along
to go out on an assessed ride. This is free
and carried out by a team of trained
volunteer observers. This is a great way to
find out if you could get more from your
riding by signing up to complete the IAM
RoadSmart Advanced Rider course. This
course will improve your biking skills and
the safety of you and other road users.
Once you have enrolled, you are known as
an Associate. Associates are allocated an
Observer to take them through their
training, additionally at Super Sundays all Associates will get the chance to meet the Examiner,
attend a class room session on bike techniques or ride with a different Observer for a cross
check of your progress. The last Super Sunday you need to attend is when you get presented
with your IAM RoadSmart Certificate!
But this is just the beginning, Bristol
Advanced Motorcyclists is a club with
an active calendar of social events,
talks, ride outs and trips away. It is
also the route for further training if
you’d like to learn how to pass on
your newly acquired skills to others.
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Who?
Whether you want an assessed ride, a refresher ride for current members, or just to meet
up with friends, then;




Arrive between 9-9.15am and register your name first, ready for a 9.30am start
Grab a bacon butty and/or a cup of tea
Get allocated an Observer for your assessed ride and off you go
Previously enrolled Associates to attend the “Meet the Examiner” or the theory
session before you set off on your observed ride.

Where?
King’s Oak Academy, Brook Road, (off Tennis Court Road), Warmley, Bristol BS15 4JT

When?
Every 1st Sunday of the month (except January)
How much?
It’s FREE on your first visit to a Super Sunday event. The IAM RoadSmart Advanced Rider
course costs £149. There are offers available for individuals under 30 - sponsored by South
Gloucestershire Road Safety
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A Charity Ride round the world
for Myotonic Dystrophy
One of our BAM members Dave Fletcher has parked his life for the next 12 months
and been inspired to do a round the world motorcycle ride to support the Myotonic
Dystrophy charity
He has set off on this huge venture with his mate Gary Rice having been inspired to do
something after a trip to Horizons Unlimited at Baskerville Halls back in January.
Where is he going?
Travelling 20,000 miles around the world, riding west for 205 days, across the USA,
South Korea, Siberian Russia, Mongolia and the Stan’s on their Husqvarna 701
Motorcycles

Tracking his progress
Both riders have installed bike trackers to follow their progress and for safety for their
families back home. In addition, they will also be publishing regular updates to the
online blog which can be found here. http://2wheeladventurer.com
There is also a link to the blog from our own BAM website
So bookmark it to keep on eye on their journey and of course feel free to support a
worthwhile cause http://uk.virginmoneygiving.com/2WheelAdventurer
Good Luck from everyone at BAM!
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BAM AGM Review March 2018
th

On March 14 we held our AGM to review the year, outline plans for the year ahead
and also to say thanks to exiting committee members and welcome on board the new
volunteers.
Committee changes that took place:
Chairman Billy Burns stepped down from the committee to concentrate on activities for
the wider membership at our Super Sunday open house events. We could not let Billy
sneak off without some recognition for all the drive and enthusiasm he has injected
into the club during his time in various roles over the past 10+ years. A special
appreciation certificate and a tipple along with BAM branded glasses was presented
by our president Caroline Peters MBE, Assistant Chief Constable of Avon & Somerset
Constabulary.

A small presentation in a “This is your Life” sort of fashion was done to cover his last
18 years of continued commitment to the Group with some facts since the launch of
the Super Sunday initiative just over 5 years ago.....Billy has been on stage over 93
times, encouraged over 450 associates to enrol, pus we reckon eaten over 100 of the
BAM breakfast rolls. Thank you Billy
Other Committee Positions
John Crawford, previously Vice Chair has taken up the post of Group Chairman
Tim Wrighton has stepped down from Chief Observer and taken up the Vice Chair role
Jim Caola and Pat McManus are jointly taking on board all the aspects of the Chief
Observer role and have already put in place a WhatsApp observer group for
communications.
Sue Nolan remains as Group Secretary
BRISTOL ADVANCED MOTORCYCLISTS
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Alan Davis remains as Membership Secretary
Mel Rowbottom remains as Treasurer and events
Phil Baber remains as Green team leader - let him know if you can help at a Super
Sunday
Tony Batty as Chain link editor
Geoff Abraham remains as Rides co-ordinator and watch out for Ride leader training
sessions
Mike Trembeth – PTA co-ordinator
David Harper – website design
Other presentations on the night included
Observer award to Jenny Wills
Green team award to Martyn Rowbottom
The full report and accounts are available from Treasurer@bam-members.org.uk if
you would like a copy, but here is an overview

After all the general business of the evening, it was rounded off with the buffet, a raffle
and general banter for the rest of the evening
Thanks to everyone who has supported BAM again for the past 12 months and look
forward to continuing to building on what we do throughout 2018.
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IAM RoadSmart National
and Local News
There has been a lot of new developments in recent weeks from IAM RoadSmart to whom we
are affiliated to as a local group. These include not only people changes with the CEO Sarah
Sillars handing over the baton to Mike Quinton on 23rd April after driving through a
rebranding, a review of the organisational structure, recognition of the volunteer network of
all the local groups and the observers, rolling out new systems and standardisation of
processes.

E-learning modules now available to buy online
IAM RoadSmart new e-learning modules are now available to the general public on the
website https://www.iamroadsmart.com/courses/e-learning-modules
They are designed for those without advanced driving/riding knowledge, and each one covers
a key aspect of driving/riding that many find challenging, or that represents a gap in their
experience, and offers a knowledge boost using simple exercises, animations and example
scenarios.

(copy: IAMRS)

Each module takes approx 20 mins and costs just £5
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New Free Smartphone App - IAM RoadTrip
A new free app has been launched that
offers you the chance to meet the world’s
worst driving family – and the opportunity
to help them become safer drivers on a
series of journeys designed to be both fun
and factual at the same time.

It takes users through a light-hearted journey and covers a variety of topics from driving
around a bend, parking, managing the school run to driving with a baby on board.

With a myriad of subjects covered, the app targets a wide range of drivers to help as many
people as possible with practical driving tips and advice. The app is available on Android and
Apple and can be downloaded from the App Store (Apple devices) or Google Play Store
(Android devices) by searching for IAM RoadTrip. (copy: IAMRS)
Please share these new apps and modules with family and friends who may not ride a bike but
do drive or are thinking about learning to drive
BLOGS
There are regular blogs on riding and driving tips posted on the Facebook/twitter including
this one on filtering on a motorcycle – so take a look

IAM RoadSmart Skills days
These are always very popular and there are only a few dates with spaces left for 2018. Cost
is just £149 for a full day using a closed circuit race track to allow you to offer opportunities to
learn enhanced riding road skills on your own motorcycle. These are NOT to be confused with
Track Days, on a skills day you are in a very small group of motorcycles with a dedicated
instructor and the days allow you to develop skills in a modular way with most attendees
ending the day with a much greater understanding of their machine and themselves as riders.
Open to both IAM members and the general public, contact IAM RoadSmart on 0300 303
1134.
BRISTOL ADVANCED MOTORCYCLISTS
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For Motorcycles
July 11th – Thruxton motorcycle day (Ladies only with Maria Costello!)
July 30th - Knockhill motorcycle day (half day)
Sept 11th – Thruxton motorcycle day

For Cars £135 (half day)
Sept 10th - Thruxton drivers skills day (PM session sold out, morning slots available)

Local news
There are lots of events coming up over next few months to add to your calendar.

May 5th Some of the BAM committee will attend the IAM RoadSmart Spring Forum at
Haynes motor museum to catch up with other groups to share knowledge and experience,
plus find out any key information groups need to be aware of, in particular how the GDPR
th
data protections rules apply to us when they go live on May 25 . (See separate article on
this...Tony ??)

May 6th Our monthly Super Sunday event takes place, with the riding season well under way
we always extra helpers on the day to make newcomers feel welcome and make sure the day
runs smoothly

May 11th We will be at Bristol Bike night event at Fowlers from 5:30pm onwards, extra
helpers on the night to talk to other fellow motorcyclists always welcome.
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Ride outs
There are a variety of ride out events for members who have passed the advanced rider
course or a pre-test assessment, and also for Associates currently going through the course.
Ride leaders and tail end markers are always being sought whether for our established
monthly rides, or perhaps you fancy organising a mid-week evening run to a local pub venue
for a social ride now the nights are getting longer. Contacts rides@bam-members.org.uk if
you want to get involved.

Trips away
We have a group weekend away to Ilfracombe in the not too distant future, whilst this one is
fully booked, any ideas for next year, or an autumn weekend away always welcome. Many
members are already trying their first experience of riding abroad with a trip to Spain later in
the year as well

Motorcycle Events
th

May 5 IFRD (international Female Riders Day) Riders in Brislington are hosting this year’s
event again so pop along and support the day. There is a ride out from AV8 café earlier in the
day – checkout
https://www.facebook.com/events/810409825834058/

Ultra Slow Speed event to be hosted on Sunday 27 May
Wilts and Bath Advanced Motorcyclists is hosting an Ultra Slow Speed event on Sunday 27
May between 11am-2.30pm at Swindon Park and Ride at the south side of Swindon near
Wroughton, post code SN1 4RW. Use the traffic light controlled bus entrance on the B4006
Pipers Way, near the Nationwide Headquarters mini roundabout.
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Anyone with a road legal motorcycle or scooter is welcome, with the event being designed to
improve your ability to ride very slowly, in traffic when filtering, when doing U-turns, or simply
to win a slow riding competition. Come and enjoy a free fun session on your bike with the
chance to improve your skills.
For any more info contact www.publicity@wabam.org.uk
th

July 15 Ride4GWAAC our club will be leading the ride out and helping to Marshall this
rd
annual event now in its 3 year raising money for the local air ambulance. See
www.ride4gwaac.com
th
Jul 28 The Pink Run to Calne bike show. All riders welcome preferably with a hint of pink on
display
https://www.facebook.com/events/216232642467363/
th

Aug 18 Bristol Bike Show - a full days events on Corn St in the city centre with a wide variety
of motorcycles being exhibited, stalls selling goods, and other club stands.
th

th

Sept 14 – 16

The first women on wheels biking rally is being held in Tewkesbury with ride outs from the
venue
th

th

Sept 15 /16 Somerset Moto Fest – checkout the flyer. We will be joining forces with other
neighbouring IAM RoadSmart groups to offer assessed rides and have a go at a slow riding
competition
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Group Ride report - Sunday 8th April 2019
At Super Sundays, we often hear the plea for someone to lead a ride out and more often than
not, it’s the same few kind volunteers that step forward. This year, I was determined to step
up and lead a ride however, I realised that I couldn’t remember how a ride is organised, nor
how the rider drop-off/marker system operates on a group ride out. I therefore decided I
would go along to the first ride out of the season and remind myself how it’s done.
The first ride out was organised by Jim Caola and advertised to meet at the McDonalds
Brislington for a 9.30am start. I wasn’t sure if the McDonalds I had in mind was the correct
one, so I left the house early just in case. As it turned out, my first thought was right and there
were already quite a few riders there even earlier than I was.
I parked up and milled around chatting to different people, with the obligatory Maccy D coffee
in hand. What was noticeable was the mood of the group; there was a lot of banter going on
but I could also sense an undercurrent of apprehension too; or maybe that was just me!
Although being a BAM member for approximately five years and a Local Observer, this was
only my second group ride out ever, with the first being several years ago and now, I had to
learn the ropes again.
After a while, Jim called everyone together and gave the pre-ride brief. At that time, he noted
that there were 31 of us for the ride. That’s quite a large number and thus, the rider marker
system would be key to a good ride. The method of operation was explained in detail to those
who hadn’t been on a group ride before, or who just wanted a refresher.
Jim then reminded us where we were heading and roughly described the route and then we
got to our bikes to set off. The excitement was definitely building. The weather was pretty
overcast however, it was forecast to be better and I was really looking forward to the next few
hours.
What surprised me was just how spread out the riders then became. When we got to our first
meeting point, just off the M48 coming into Chepstow, the lead riders had obviously been off
their bikes for a while, waiting for the back markers to arrive however, there was no air of
irritation; just all part of the process.
We then set off towards Usk and from there, on to the Steel Horse café on what I thought
would be a familiar route however, I was surprised to find that we turned off just before
entering the town of Usk. I was now on unfamiliar ground however, what a lovely route it
turned out to be. It was a great road with plenty of NSL areas and one that I will definitely be
doing again.
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We finally arrived at the Steel Horse café and for those of you who haven’t been there, it is an
extremely welcoming place for bikers and well worth a stop off; they serve wonderful
breakfasts and good coffees!
Having ordered my bacon butty and coffee, I mingled around outside the café in the sunshine
and got chatting to several fellow BAM riders. We had some very interesting chats and I then
started looking in detail at what some would call a ‘hells angel’ type bike, complete with what
was, hopefully, fake blood over its headlights. I must look too much like a policeman, as the
rider came over to me and was at pains to let me know that it was all taxed and legal….I let
him off! Ha Ha.
Having all enjoyed a great stop, we started to get ready to ride off again when another large
bike group arrived. As I said, it’s a great biker café.
We set off on the return leg, this time via Monmouth, Raglan and Devauden. Once again, a
lovely set of roads, with plenty of twists and turns, providing us with some good opportunities
to practice our ‘positive steering’ skills.
In summary, the whole ride was well organised and Jim made it fun and not at all daunting
and I would urge others, who perhaps haven’t been on a group ride, to get involved. I know I
will not leave it long until joining another group ride out.
Thanks to Jim and his pillion passenger wife Helen and to all those others that turned up to
make it a thoroughly enjoyable morning………………thank you all!
Thank you Stephen Thomas for your Ride Out, Write Up report
The following are some photos from the ride out.
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My First Group Ride-out –Into Deepest, Darkest Wales
22nd April 2018
On the 18th April a group e-mail came out for BAM members confirming a ride into Wales on
Sunday 22nd April, to be led by Tim Coulson, I’ve only been a member since June 2017 and
passed my advanced in December and to date had not partaken in any group rides.
I’ve heard a lot of members talk about Tim’s rides, they are always a full day and cover a lot of
ground taking in stunning scenery and fantastic roads to ride, and at the end of this ride
nobody was disappointed.
We were told to meet at Aust services for 09.00 for a briefing prior to the ride out where Tim
ran through the proposed route and also the principles of marking the junctions and the back
marker bringing up the rear, as the day went on I was impressed how well this worked as I
hadn’t experienced it before. There were 13 riders in total, Chris being the back marker for
the day.
The weather up to yesterday had been a mini heat wave with thunderstorms last night; it was
now overcast but dry and quite cooler which was good for riding.
We set off about 09.30 across the old Severn bridge heading for Chepstow (Tim had also
warned us at the briefing that there was a mobile speed camera just before you went into
Chepstow).
Very soon we were off of the main roads heading cross country along some great roads to pick
up the A40 towards Abergavenny, it did start to drizzle at this point and I was hoping it
wouldn’t come to much as every bike ride is so much more enjoyable if the weathers good,
luckily it cleared and apart from the odd spot it stayed dry all day.
After we picked up the A40 we then took the A470 to Bluith Wells and then the A483 to
Crossgates cafe for a well-earned brake. We arrived about 11.50 and Tim said we will be
leaving about 12.30 to continue up to Newtown. The cafe was full of like-minded people
enjoying a day’s riding, and considering the amount of people queuing for food and drink the
service was very slick, there was also a petrol station there which was well received.
When we left Crossgates our numbers went down to 12 as Carol had to get back for work I
believe so made her own way home. Before we left to head for Newtown Tim said to watch
out for the sweeping bends as they could potentially catch you out if you weren’t prepared for
them. Within minutes of leaving the cafe you are back out into the thick of the countryside on
this particular section of road there was a lot of gravel wash which you had to be very mindful
of when taking your lines into and out of the corners, and on one particular corner as I was
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exiting I nearly had a baby lamb as pillion passenger, it rang straight out from the hedge line,
but luckily it ran straight back in to my relief.
We then stopped at a petrol station in Clun to re-fuel, as there were a few that decided
perhaps we wouldn’t have enough to get all the way back, me included!
We then continued on the A488 to Clyro and across to the Three Cocks picking up the A479
towards Crickhowell, then A40 back towards Abergavenny and cross country towards
Chepstow finally stopping at the lay bay by Chepstow race course at about 16.30.
We all said our farewells then set off to our respective homes, just as I was about to leave Tim
came over and said its tradition for 1st time riders on ride outs to write up a report.(I think
they keep it a secret up to this point)
On behalf of all the riders I would like to thank Tim for a great day out , fantastic scenery,
incredible roads to ride, and everybody got back home safe, also thanks to Dave for being the
back marker and not losing anybody.
When I got back to my home in Fishponds Bristol I had completed 240 miles, I thought I knew
Wales, this ride has shown me there is a lot more yet to be explored.
Looking forward to the next one.
Thank you Paul Marshall for your Ride Out, Write Up report
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Filtering through traffic on a motorcycle
Riders tips, provided by IAM RoadSmart’s head of driving and riding standards, Richard
Gladman, are all about how to filter through traffic safely on a motorcycle. No matter if you’re
a new rider who’s nervous about filtering, or an experienced motorcyclist, it’s always good to
be reminded of the following key tips:
Note: If you have friends or family who drive, please share these tips with them to help them
stay safe on the road.


Only filter when the surrounding traffic is moving at less than 20mph, and then only
exceed that speed yourself by 10 to 15mph maximum (if safe and legal to do so)



Scan for side turnings and entrances to both sides of the road, and try to keep a car
door’s width away from the vehicle you are passing



Obey all ‘keep left’ bollards and also be aware that temporarily stationary vehicles at
traffic lights, pedestrian crossings etc. are not classed as parked for the purposes of
solid white lines, and therefore you cannot cross a solid white line to filter



Can you see the driver’s face through the window or wing mirrors? Does he look like
he’s about to pull out? Always look for evidence that the driver has seen you and
comprehends that you are passing them



When filtering to the right side, consider using the ‘stepping stone’ method. Whilst
you don’t actually have to move into the spaces, consider which one would be
suitable
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If you are filtering between lanes, you need to look out for other motorcycles which
could possibly be changing lanes or approaching you from the rear



Filtering takes a lot of concentration, so make sure you take short breaks if you’re
travelling for a long period of time



Ride at a speed that allows you to react to the movement of other road users and
always have an escape route planned in your head



Filtering can sometimes come as a surprise to the person driving behind you, so
remain courteous by giving a polite wave of the hand to the driver behind



Think of the size of the vehicle in front of you. Just because there’s a gap, it doesn’t
mean you should move into it. For examples, HGVs will need more space and time to
manoeuvre than a car would

Richard says: “One of the biggest advantages of a motorcycle is the ability to make progress
through traffic. Despite thoughts to the contrary, it is not illegal and the Highway Code
references it in a number of areas. Staying safe must be your main priority and understanding
where planned filtering becomes dangerous overtaking will help with this. The best
motorcycling advice ever is just because it fits doesn’t mean you should put it there.”
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A big BAM welcome to the following new Associates:

Darrell Cole
Andrew Davies
Ken Robson

Steve Collis
Chris Davies
Dave Thomas

Rob Cording
Jem Dumble
Alan Trembeth

John Crossan
Chris Goulding

Paul Cutsforth
Oscar Lam

Associates under 30, have an additional bonus of being eligible for a full refund, courteous of South Gloucestershire
Council Road Safety Young Rider’s scheme.
BAM’s Super Sunday event runs on the 1st Sunday of the month, and gives an excellent platform for associates, new
members and gives potential members the chance to "try before you buy" with a free assessment.
Passes for April were Mark Benewith Observer Paul Triffitt, Ian Soilleux with Observer Harry Swann, Rich Ireland with
Observer John Cross, Alex McLellan with Observer Jim Caola, Adrian Tilley with Observer John Crawford and Steve
Bolger with Observer Roy Demery.

For more info visit the BAM website www.bamo.org.uk/
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MARCH Presentations

ASSOCIATE – GERRY DAWSON

ASSOCIATE – PAUL VEAR

OBSERVER – PETE MICHAEL

OBSERVER – JOHN CRAWFORD

ASSOCIATE – AMI ANDERSON
OBSERVER – RACHEL MAHY

PRESENTATION BY OBSERVER

PRESENTATION BY OBSERVER

PRESENTATION BY OBSERVER

Local Observer Presentations

LOCAL OBSERVER

LOCAL OBSERVER

LOCAL OBSERVER

PRESENTATION TO

PRESENTATION TO

PRESENTATION TO

MARK GOLLOP BY

RICHARD HOLLOWAY BY

TONY BATTY BY

TIM WRIGHTON

TIM WRIGHTON

TIM WRIGHTON

CHIEF OBSERVER

CHIEF OBSERVER

CHIEF OBSERVER
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APRIL Presentations

ASSOCIATE – RICH IRELAND

ASSOCIATE – ALEX MCLELLAN

ASSOCIATE – ADRIAN TILEY

OBSERVER – JOHN CROSS

OBSERVER – JIM CAOLA

OBSERVER – JOHN CRAWFORD

PRESENTATION BY CHIEF

PRESENTATION BY OBSERVER

PRESENTATION BY OBSERVER

OBSERVER

ASSOCIATE – IAN SOILLEUX

JIM!!!!

OBSERVER – HARRY SWANN
PRESENTATION BY OBSERVER
IAN PASSED WITH A F1RST

A big BAM congratulations to you all!!
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BAM EVENTS DIARY
MAY 2018
SATURDAY

BAM LADIES RIDE OUT
International Ladies Biker Day at the AV8, Cotswold Airport,
Cirencester GL7 6BA
Meet 10:00 – 11:45 a.m. Departure 12:00 sharp (after the Safety
Brief by the organisers)
More details to follow from Rachel Mahy/Heidi Limbert
BAM SUPER SUNDAY – OBSERVED RIDE

5

SUNDAY

6

See page 7 for details

WEDNESDAY

BAM CLUB NIGHT – COALPIT HEATH VILLAGE HALL

9

Speaker TBC

SUNDAY

BAM RIDE OUT
Tony Oliver - Route TBC

13
SUNDAY

BAM RIDE OUT
Mike Collingwood - Route TBC

20
SUNDAY

BAM RIDE OUT
John Crawford - Route TBC (Monday 28 Spring Bank Holiday)

27
JUNE 2018
SUNDAY

9
SUNDAY

10
WEDNESDAY

13
SUNDAY

17

BAM ASSOCIATES ONLY RIDE OUT
Geoff Abraham – Details on social media and via members email
BAM RIDE OUT
Richard Holloway - Route TBC
BAM CLUB NIGHT – COALPIT HEATH VILLAGE HALL
Speaker TBC

BAM RIDE OUT
Nick Travis - Route TBC
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JULY 2018
SUNDAY

6

BAM SUPER SUNDAY – OBSERVED RIDE
See page 7 for details

SATURDAY/
SUNDAY
7/8

BAM Weekend
Ilfracombe

WEDNESDAY

BAM CLUB NIGHT – COALPIT HEATH VILLAGE HALL

11
SUNDAY

15
SUNDAY

22

Speaker TBC

BAM RIDE OUT (Incl. Volunteer Marshalls)
Mel Rowbottom – GWAA Charity Ride
BAM RIDE OUT
Cameron Wills - Route TBC

AUGUST 2018
SUNDAY

5
SUNDAY

12
WEDNESDAY

15
SUNDAY

19
SUNDAY

26

BAM SUPER SUNDAY – OBSERVED RIDE
See page 7 for details

BAM RIDE OUT
Jenny Willis – Route TBC
BAM CLUB NIGHT – COALPIT HEATH VILLAGE HALL
Speaker TBC

BAM RIDE OUT
John Crawford – Route TBC
BAM RIDE OUT
Ride Leader and Route TBC
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BAM CLUB CONTACTS
BAM Committee
Chair
Vice Chair
Chief Observer
Deputy Chief Observer
Associate Liaison
Secretary
Treasurer
Group Membership
PTA and Test Co-ordinator
Group Rides Co-ordinator
Chain Link Editor
Green Team Leader
Events Co-ordinator
BAM Committee Mailbox

John Crawford
Tim Wrighton
Jim Caola
Pat McManus

chair@bam-members.org.uk
vicechair@bam-members.org.uk
chiefobserver@bam-members.org.uk
chiefobserver@bam-members.org.uk

Sue Nolan
Mel Rowbottom
Alan Davis
Mike Trembeth
Geoff Abraham
Tony Batty
Phil Baber
Vacant

secretary@bam-members.org.uk
treasurer@bam-members.org.uk
membership@bam-members.org.uk
pta@bam-members.org.uk
rides@bam-members.org.uk
editor@bam-members.org.uk
Greenteam@bam-members.org.uk
committee@bam-members.org.uk

Special Roles
Group Development
Publicity/Advertising
Webmaster

TBA
Tony Batty
David harper

BAM CLUB NIGHTS
Coalpit Heath Village Hall
214 Badminton Road Bristol BS36 2QB
Arrive from 7.30pm

editor@bam-members.org.uk
david.harper@westernaspect.com
SUPER SUNDAYS
Kings Oak Academy
Brook Road, Kingswood Bristol BS15 4JT
Arrive between 9-9.15am

INFORMATION ABOUT THE ABOVE EVENTS WILL BE POSTED ON THE BAM FORUM, SOCIAL
MEDIA AND EMAILS WILL BE SENT TO CLUB MEMBERS – IDEAS FOR SPEAKERS ALWAYS
WELCOMED
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Kessi Kapers
Squeak – it’s me again, doesn’t time fly when you are having fun....literally, as I managed to
catch a lift on a broomstick for a recent birthday present, although I think my t-shirt days is all
!
I was soon back on a proper mode of transport when I joined the April ride out across Wales
with some great roads I hadn’t travelled on for a while.

Here’s a few snaps from the ride out with a nice display of the group riding round the bend.
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I didn’t make it to the April Bristol bike night but hope to be there for the May one, plus will
be route finding for the club weekend away in Ilfracombe later in the summer and will also be
th
doing my bit for charity on the Ride 4 GWAAC on July 15 , plus I get to play on a bouncy castle
at the event afterwards if I’m a good muppet until then.
In the meantime I will also be making notes on a new bike I am testing out and how well it
performs from a pillion viewpoint and also getting an update on all things IAM RoadSmart at
the Spring forum in May

Kessi

www.iam-bristol.org.uk
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Fancy taking part in the 2018 GWAAC Ride 4 Life
th

rd

On July 15 the 3 Ride 4 GWAAC air ambulance will be taking place. This year we will be
leaving from St Marys Old Boys RFC in Almondsbury for a ride lasting approx 50 miles around
and through Bristol including over the suspension bridge.
Mel will be leading the ride but needs some more marshalls to help with the signposting of
the route to make sure everyone gets around safely. If you are on the ride and can help by
being dropped as a marshall then re-join the rider after they pass, or if you have family or
friends who don’t ride but are happy to be a standing marshall at a key junction then please
get in touch with Mel via info@gwaac.com
You can register for the ride at www.ride4gwaac.com and also find out more about all the
activities on the day
Here is the route plan
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Coalpit Heath 11 April 2018 – Chris Ganley racing aka ARM1 and G-Rex
Racing
After seeing an article in the local newspaper a little while back about a local chap looking to
get into track racing so Chris Ganley agreed to tell us all about his dream goal tonight.
So what’s so special about Chris ? Well, continue reading this and you will be full of
nd
admiration and may even take a 2 look at your own life dreams and motivation.
Notice anything unusual about this R1 bike at first glance ?

Or is there a clue in the bike livery ?
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Chris was in the army and through a run of being in the right place at the right time ended up
being a spanner for the army motorcycle racing team and also racing a thundercat himself
It was however at home in 2014 whilst riding his bike that circumstances changed his future.
A slow speed accident that put him in a
coma for 4 weeks and generated a catalogue
of injuries, most are hidden from view unless
you look closely apart from one obvious one
where part of his left arm was amputated
and he nearly lost his right arm but
thankfully they could rebuild it.
Being in the forces, Chris was fortunate to
have rehabilitation at the renowned Headley
Court, but it also meant he was told off one
day for getting himself out of bed without
realising he had broken his back in 3 places.
Whilst there, Chris kept coming up with
modification ideas on how to continue riding
a bike and as soon as he got home
dismantled a bike and rebuilt it.
Then within 6 months of the accident he
was riding a motorcycle again.
The bike adaptions include putting both brake and clutch on the right handlebar, plus some
sponge blocks on the tank and behind him on the seat so that as he accelerates away and
brakes hard, he doesn’t have to put all his weight on his one arm whilst working the controls
at the same time as due to the injuries sustained in the accident he has weak core muscles.
rd

His first race was in 2017 at the Thundersport GB at Snetterton where he finished 3 despite a
tough physical race and after some tough talk and banter from his army colleagues
Chris is also enabled along his journey by his racing support team who also all carry a variety
of extra spare parts that you wouldn’t normally expect to find. Plus some sponsors including
nd
BLESMA (British Limbless Ex Servicemen Association), plus which made us all laugh, the 2
Hand Shop which seemed apt for a one armed man !
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Chris’ goal is to ride the Isle of
Man TT in 2023 and based on
tonight’s talk I have no doubt
he will be there.

As if all this isn’t amazing, now
consider the fact it has all been
achieved in just over 3 years
since the accident happened.

© Chris Ganley racing
A life motto that drives Chris is .....
“Nothing is impossible it only means that you
haven’t found the solution yet”

After the talk, a few members helped manoeuvre
the bike back outside to the van, so thanks
everyone who helped.
Follow Chris’s story at:
www.chrisganleyracing.co.uk/
Facebook Chris Ganley Racing
Twitter

@GanleyRacing

Instagram @Chris_Ganley_Racing
Chris is featured in MCN (Wed 2 May 18)
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Visit to TVAM Group – for Ride leader training Feb 2018

Following a visit last year, we were invited back to see how TVAM run their Group ride leader
training sessions to see if we could use / adapt any of it within BAM to help encourage new
ride leaders and tail end volunteers for the riding season ahead.
We arrived at the start to see how the whole operation works at Thames Vale Advanced
Motorcyclists and compare how we run our own Super Sundays, with lots of sharing of
information both ways.
Once all the initial presentations had taken place (standing room only), shops selling goods
had made their sales, ride out lists compiled and tea and biscuits munched, we watched a
group ride briefing before they set off and we then sat down for our own training session.

Everyone was handed an information pack and then taken through a presentation including
videos of some of the training module techniques which showed how well the marker system
works if you follow the basic principles correctly.
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Key Takeaway points:
Hand out cards, markers to get off their bikes, use of arm bands, hi viz colours.
All potential ride leaders/tail enders to go through the training session to ensure consistency
on all rides.
Thanks to Harry, Bryan, Andy and Alan from TVAM for their time and knowledge sharing.

The road safety team have been kindly
sponsoring our new under 30s members
during the past couple of years by refunding
the IAM RoadSmart Advanced Rider course
fee upon a successful pass of the IAM
RoadSmart test.
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BAM at Bristol Bike Nights
April saw the start of the monthly Bristol Bike Nights season hosted at Fowlers motorcycles
nd
These are held on the 2 Friday of the month throughout the riding season and offer a great
chance to meet up with other riders, enter fun competitions, purchase goodies at discounts,
listen to music and munch on food form the BBQ, plus of course find out what BAM can off
you as part of their role within IAM RoadSmart

At this first event Heidi, Geoff and Mike kindly looked after our BAM pitch to promote the club
and encourage riders to find out more. With several signing up on the night and more to
follow thanks to our blood bike colleagues next to us as you have to have an advanced riding
qualification to ride their bikes.
th

The next event is on May 11 so hope to see you there.

And finally, when attending the TT Races on the Isle of
Man do not park your bikes too close to the track or
this will happen
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Be the best that you can be
Become an Advanced rider

Visit the Bristol Advanced Motorcyclists website
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www.bamo.org.uk
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